
Safety Requi rements

Car ing

Because of  its density and mass, the Marbled Salts may seem like a strong and though material. 
Nevertheless it remains sensitive and fragile as sea salt naturally is.
In order to maintain your piece in an optimal state, we strongly advise you to :

- Avoid all contact with liquids of  any nature. If  contact happens, absorb and clean immediately with a dry towel.
-in case of  stains we advise you to sand of  the surface by hand or with an orbital sanding machine. 
You can start with a very rough grain (100) and finish the surface as shiny as a mirror with a very fine one (2000). 
Once the job done you can apply 2 or layers of  epoxy resin with a spatula or a brush (watch out for traces though). 
We advise to use an eco-resin made for coatings ( under 5mm thickness) and UV resistant. Don’t hesitate to contact us 
for brands and references.
-Avoid all chocks even small. Repetitive chocks might result in cracks and an early degrading.
- Keep indoor in a dry place, preferably on a wooden floor or a mat. If  your marbled salt piece is standing on ceramic 
tiles or a stone floor we strongly advice to place a couple rubber patchs on the surface in contact with the floor. We can 
also do it for you !
- Clean your piece with an air pressure device such as a compressor and/or a dry towel. 
You can maintain the luster and the colors with a non colored wax for stones and countertops, or with uncolored 
lubricants such as silicon spray.

Shipping/Transportation

- Whenever moving your piece, carefully pack it in a minimum of  three bubble paper layers with a special care to the 
top edges, before tightening with plastic tape and if  possible add several layers of  plastic film around.
- Allways transport the marbled salt in its crate of  origin, place the piece upside down on top of  foam boards and 
protect the sides of  the crate with the original foam boards as well.


